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No. 127  -   www.CalifRosemaler.com 

The purpose of the California Rosemaling Association (CRA) is to promote the traditional art of  
Norwegian Rosemaling.  Our members are committed to preserving Rosemaling as a unique art form. 
CRA has approximately 120 members.  Some are expert Rosemalers, others are beginning painters, all 
with a love to study the art form.  Membership in CRA allows you to attend the annual convention 
featuring renowned Rosemalers from around the world and you get a subscription to the newsletter for 
only $15 annual membership dues.  Non-members can access older issues of the Newsletter on the 
website. 
We welcome articles, designs, photos and suggestions for future issues1.  If you have something to 
include, please send it to shaun@rosemaler.com  Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 

Letter from CRA President Cheryl Banwarth 

Hello Fellow Artists - Welcome to 2017.   

A big Thank You to JoSonja for teaching us at our 2016 Convention.  We 
appreciate you doing this as we know you have a busy schedule.  I want to thank 
every single person for making the 2016 CRA Convention such a successful place 
to be, meet friends, paint, eat, and enjoy.  I often think what I would be doing if I 
didn't have painting to do or go to. 

This year will be our 30th Anniversary for CRA.  We have a wonderful piece that 
JoSonja will be teaching in Eureka.  We want to make sure that everyone knows where Northern Calif. is, 
at least if you attended last year you know the way.  So start planning for Nov. 2, 3, 4, & 5th of 2017 to 
be in Eureka at CRA. 

Any imperfections from last year, we hope have been taken care of.  At least we have addressed them. 

As many know our Convention Chairperson, Pennie Wilkins was unable to attend at last minute in 2016 
as her husband Rick had to have surgery.  As of now Rick is on his way to recovery with one less kidney.  
How amazing the things they can do.  Karen Nelson stepped in for Pennie and I want to give her a big 
thank you at this time for a great job. 

This year we are looking for a nominating committee for 2018 Board members.  We have helpers if 
someone will step up to be in charge.  We need a whole new slate except for Membership.  So give me a 
call.   No one has stepped up to do Newsletter, Shaun and Gary Sasaki have said they would help put 
something together.  We sure do appreciate this.  Gary Sasaki is the one that set our wonderful website 
up. 

                                                            
1 The CRA newsletter is the sole possession of the California Rosemaling Association. All rights reserved. 
Reproduction by mechanical or other means is permitted only with written permission from the editor. Patterns 
may be traced for personal use, not for resale.  b 
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Cheryl Banwarth (Cont.) 
 
Now, a little about me.  I was born in Illinois, not too far from the Swedish Historical Village of Bishop 
Hill.  My grandparents on my father’s side were from Sweden.  We were farmers in Illinois. 

I went to High School with Norman and shortly after we graduated, got married.  After getting married, 
Norman farmed and I worked in an office 30 miles away.  After a short time, his family decided they 
were going to move to California.  Only one problem – his mother would not leave without all the kids, 
including Norman and I, as we were the only ones not at home and married.  I didn’t care as I like 
change.  So, the farm was sold and off went Norman’s folks and six kids, plus me, to Monrovia and 
Duarte, California. 

We were there about a year and I didn’t like it, so off went Norman and I and our daughter to Northern 
California.  We hit Red Bluff, and have been there ever since. 

I have always done some crafts since I was very young. Sewing doll clothes, crocheting and embroider. 

Later we had two more children.  When they were all in school, I started working again.  There I had a 
working partner that was also always doing crafts.  She started some painting and then one of the girls 
started bringing in Tole painted items.  How cool! So that meant classes.  The beginning of my painting.  
Then I met Marley in the Bay Area painting, and she gave me papers to join CRA.  So I’ve been a member 
off and on for several years. 

After retirement I started painting more.  I signed up for a class in San Diego.  I asked Norman to go and 
help me drive.  He said he wasn’t going, thinking I’d stay home.  I went to class in San Diego and after a 
couple of days, he said he was looking for a ticket to come down.  I said no and I was staying longer for 
another class.  We would fly down later for another class Heidi was going to teach.  From then on he has 
gone with me most of the time. 

I like going to Conventions to try different types of mediums, and we also get to travel. 

We meet so many different people.  Sitting at lunch in Las Vegas a lady says nobody paints where she is.  
I asked where are you from?  Come to find out, she was only a few miles from where our chapter meets.  
Another time in class a Vegas woman said where she’s from and it ended up five minutes from my son in 
Arkansas.  So I joined the group and have painted with them. 

For several years, several girls would get in a car and travel 30 miles to Redding to paint with Mickey 
Theobald.  We enjoyed that a lot.  She has since passed a couple of years ago. Now I have a studio and 
we can paint there.  Usually no teacher – just get together and paint. 

We have been to Decorah, Iowa a few times and have gone to Norway on one of their tours.  We stayed 
longer and went to Sweden.  How fun!  And, I have now joined the newly formed group Rosemaling 
Coast to Coast (described later). 
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Meet Some of the Rest of the CRA Board 

 
VP Convention – Pennie Wilkins 
 
My painting journey began when I was about ten years old and my cousin was 
doing a paint by number.  I asked her if I could try it and I did, and I liked it so I 
asked my mom if I could have one.  She bought me one and that was my 
beginning.  This lead me to watercolor in high school.  In my early twenties I 
started to do fine art and painted mostly landscapes, seascapes and florals.  
Decorative painting came into my life when I moved to Cottonwood from 
southern California, and a friend asked if I wanted to take a decorative painting 

class. This first class was painting JoSonja’s “Biddie”.  This lead me to painting with JoSonja for over 30 
years.  So of course this introduced me to the beautiful art of Rosemaling.  My interest has peaked to 
the point of my having entered my own designs in the National Folk Art Exhibition held each year in 
Decorah, IA at Vesterheim the National Norwegian American Museum.   
 
 

 

CRA Secretary - Beth Twogood 
 
Many years ago I made a friend who rosemaled.  From the beginning I loved 
her work and purchased many pieces. Finally in the year 2000 I decided I 
needed  
to learn how to paint the way she did. I took a basic painting class, then taught 
myself to rosemal from books and by copying my friend's pieces. Through this 
first  
friend, I met and became friends with Marley Smith, an original member of 
CRA. She convinced me to join CRA and I am so glad she did! I enjoy getting to 

know other members, and attending Convention. I even enjoy serving on the CRA Board! 
 
Over the years Marley and I have represented CRA at Norway Day in San Francisco; demonstrating, 
selling items, and talking about rosemaling to anyone and everyone. Recently I have represented CRA at 
the Scandinavian Festival in Thousand Oaks and at Danish Days in Solvang. I love rosemaling big pieces:  
cedar chests, hutches, secretaries, and chests of drawers. It is really fun for me to search out old pieces 
of furniture that I think would look great rosemaled. Try it sometime! 
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Treasurer - Shaun Sasaki 
 
I grew up in the Northern California Valley.  I lived in town and spent summers 
with my grandmother while mom and dad worked.  I am an only child and 
enjoyed all the things that grandma and I did together.  She taught me to sew, 
embroidery, cook and to knit when I was very young.  My entire family is from 
rural Missouri and we knew we were Scotch Irish and Dutch (and more), 
whatever that meant.  It is not until the last two years that I understand that 
Scottish people migrated to Northern Ireland to plantations run by the British, 

and then later immigrated to the United States in the 1700’s. 
 
I always loved sewing and crafts and in the early 1980’s a family friend had learned to Tole paint and 
inspired me to learn.  I was married with one child on the way living in Cupertino so taking classes was 
difficult.  In about 1990 I began taking German Folk art painting with Carl Larson and thru a friend I met 
Margret Miller Utzinger.  In 1999 I began taking classes in Rosemaling with Margie and have painted 
with her ever since.  She has been a wonderful teacher, friend, and mentor.  It is thru Margie and her 
painting friends that I learned about Norwegian customs, jokes, and food.  It is a blessing for me to have 
her in my life.  
 
With Margie’s mentoring I learned to design my own pieces, sell my pieces (not an easy thing to let go), 
and teach others to paint.  I am inspired by Rosemaling and find so many other folk arts from around the 
world to have similar motifs.  My life took a turn that I never thought possible when I was young and I 
am so grateful that I had the opportunity to learn such a beautiful art form. 

 

Membership - Judy Frank 
 
I started painting in 1977 on my own with Priscilla Hauser's book 'For Whom the 
Brush Toles'.  After several years I found my first teacher, Rita Karls.  She 
introduced me to the Society of Decorative Painters and my local chapter, 
Cactus Wrens.  I have had many teachers through the years and am still an 
active member of my chapter. 
 
I've always loved strokework and Rosemaling but never found a teacher until I 
decided to attend the SDP conference in 2009 and take a class with Lois 
Mueller.  That was the turning point of my painting life and I continued each 

year taking classes from Lois and Gayle Oram.  My local teacher, Teresa Palma, was discovered in 2011 
and her weekly classes have helped me so much in developing my skills and learning different styles of 
Rosemaling.  I attended my first CRA convention in 2013 and now look forward to attending each year 
and learning from new teachers. 
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A Review of the 2016 CRA Convention 
By Shaun Sasaki 

 
2016 represents the 29th year for CRA. We are so 
grateful to Jurene While and her fellow painters for 
starting our organization and playing a significant role 
in keeping it active all these years.  As many of you 
know our convention was held in Eureka, California in 
the beginning of last November and it was taught by 
California's own JoSonja Jansen.  We painted a cute 
little tine and two sandwich boards.  I must say I had 
never heard of a sandwich board before, but found 
them very different and decorative. I don't know how 
many sandwiches it will see but that is the case for 
most of my painted pieces.  For looks only!   

 
We were honored by a visit from Hildy Henry (see her photo on 
the next page).  She has been a member, author and a teacher 
for many years.  Many of you were lucky enough to purchase 
some of her treasured painted pieces at the trade floor because 
she is downsizing.  Our trade floor was filled with beautiful 
painted pieces, wood, and JoSonja painting supplies.  Thanks to 
Joyce Field, Karen Gibson and Yelena Savranskya for serving our 
members so well. The room was small and crowded and we did 
our best to accommodate everyone under the cramped 
conditions.  We will make sure that next year it will be larger, so 
think about those items that you would like to sell.   
 
The Board of Directors was very pleased with the convention; but as you know, there were a few 
disappointments.  The Board and locations change every 2 years so it makes it a challenge to anticipate 
what problems there might be after a switch.  However, our group is so friendly and we always paint 
such beautiful pieces that I always have a great time.   Thanks to all the attendees for 2016.   
 
One of our new members, Bibiana Martinez-Ziegler writes a blog about her card making and she wrote 
about her experiences at the convention.  She has given us permission to share it with all of you.  So, by 
clicking on this link you will be able to read her well documented account of the convention complete 
with pictures.    I am sure you will enjoy it.   
 

http://stampingwithbibiana.blogspot.com/2016/11/cra-painting-convention-with-josonja.html 
 

(Easier to type link:   http://califrosemaler.org/bibiana  ) 
 

We are still looking for a newsletter editor and writers.  If you are not 
adept at editing tools, Gary Sasaki is willing to do the technical formatting of the 
newsletter for you if he is sent the articles and photos (like he did for this one).  So if 
you like interacting with our members and don’t mind doing a little bit of writing and 
editing, please let us know!   (Otherwise you are stuck with me). 
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Some Photos from the 2016 CRA Convention 

Mark & JoSonja Terry Banton & Hildy Henry 

 
CRA Founding Members: Marley Wright, Jurene While, Hildy Henry, Joyce Smith 
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2016 CRA Board: Joyce Field, Jurene While, Astrid Fischer, Beth Twogood,  
Cheryl Banwarth, Shaun Sasaki, Lotte Sather (Pennie Wilkens was not able to attend)

Vesterheim Gold Medalists: Jurene While, JoSonja Jansen, Gayle Orem, Karen Nelson 
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 Note: for 2017 extra display 
monitors will be provided for 

people towards the back of the 
room. 
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JoSonja’s Sketchbook 

  
Prizes 
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From JoSonja’s Museum

 

Thank you to the people that contributed their photos for this Newsletter: 
Terry Banton 

Jill Beatty 
Joy Cook 

Linda Grondahl 
Mark Jansen 
Gayle Oram 
Shaun Sasaki  
Lotte Sather 

Karen Willman 
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Color in Art 

By Shaun Sasaki 

I recently received a book, History of Color in Art by Victoria Finlay.  Being a Rosemaler I found it 
interesting to look through it and read about some of the colors we use.  The book begins discussing the 
ancient cave art discovered in France and Spain that is thought to date back to the Late Stone Age, 
17,000 years ago.  The colors used in the art were natural colors occurring in the nearby surrounds.  This 
included charcoal for black, chalk for white, red earth, brown earth, and yellow earth.  Today we call 
these colors by different names but the basis of the colors are the same. 

Red earth, also known as Red Ochre is Red Iron Oxide (rust).  The chemical formula is 
Fe2O3.  Iron is one of the most common elements on earth and therefore was readily 
available throughout history.  Being from Northern California near Mt. Lassen, the 
soil around there is red clay and is very bright in spots.   I have seen similar colors in 
Utah at Bryce Canyon and in Australia. If you have seen Aboriginal art from Australia 

it consists of Red Earth and all the natural colors named above.   

Along with red earth which is based on iron, yellow ochre is also a common 
color that is also based on iron.  Yellow is iron plus hematite or goethite.  The 
chemical formula is FeO3H2O.  Because yellow ochre is iron based it often 
occurs with or near the red oxide.  Upon thinking back to Bryce Canyon I 
remember the hoodoos being various shades of red, yellow, light yellow and 
white.  The Grand Canyon is also a place where these colors are visable.   

In Italy at Pompeii, Mount Vesuvius erupted in 79AD.  When the ruins in Pompeii 
were excavated in the 18th century people were surprised to see many rooms 
painted beautifully with a bright red color.  This color was named Pompeii red and 
it became a very fashionable color to paint dining rooms in Europe and America.  
In 2011, scientists in Italy studied these ancient ruins and discovered that up to 
half of the rooms thought to be red were originally yellow ochre, but due to the 
extreme heat of the volcano ash the yellow ochre on the walls dehydrated and 

changed to red.  If you look at the chemical formulas you can see the water (H20) in yellow formula.  
Who knew that these two colors are so closely related. 

Another interesting red is Cinnabar.  It was used by the Chinese to make red ink 
and was used with a carving (chop) to stamp official seals.  It was also used in 
Rome and came from a mercury mine in Almaden Spain.  A synthetic version was 
mixed by the Romans and was called Vermillion.  It also contained mercury and 
the chemical formula is HgS.  The most interesting aspect to me is that here in San 
Jose we have an area called Almaden Valley.  I looked it up and discovered that 
the New Almaden Mine was the oldest and most productive “quicksilver” Mercury 
mine in the United States until it closed in 1912.  Mercury was discovered there in 1820 by a Mexican 
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army officer.   He sold it to an English textile company in Mexico and they named it after an ancient 
Mercury mine in Almaden, Spain. The Latin word for mining is almaden. 

Prussian Blue is also a color that contains iron.  It takes a little bit longer to describe 
the parts of this color but you will probably recognize some words that you have 
heard, but don’t know exactly what they are.  It starts with pot ash.  This is made by 
soaking burnt wood ashes in water in a clay pot.  It was used for preparing cloth for 
dying because it makes the dye stick to the fabric.  The chemical contained in pot ash 
is potassium and is K on the periodic table.  The Latin and German word for 

potassium is Kalium.  We also call it alkali because that is one of its key properties.  Thru a series of 
happenstance a dyer in Berlin, Germany (Prussia) by the name of Diesbach in 1703 combined pot ash 
contaminated by animal blood (potassium ferrocyanide) with iron sulfate and it came out Prussian blue 
(Iron Ferrocyanide).  Without the contamination it would have been red.  The color became known in 
German speaking countries as Berlin Blue and in English speaking countries 
as Prussian Blue. 

Another color with an interesting name is Caput Mortem.  I first saw this 
color referenced in a book by Bjorg Kleivi.  It is a dark red color (Indian Red) 
and I thought it must refer to broken (caput) mortem (death)—blood. Caput 

Mortem actually translates to dead head or death head.  It is also called Cardinal 
Purple and is a haematite iron oxide pigment.  It was used to paint robes of religious 
figures because it is a beautiful deep red.   

As an aside, there is a dark red Chinese pottery color called 
Ox Blood.  In my reading I did find reference to using blood in 

paint.   

In the world of color, chemical and art has a long history.  Who knew that our 
colors have such a long and fascinating history.  Our paints today are much less 
toxic than the old paints which contained lead, cyanide, and mercury to name a few.  We are so lucky to 
have safe and permanent colors that give such beautiful and lasting results. 
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ROSEMALING EXHIBITION AT SONS OF NORWAY INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION 

by Lotte Sather 

I attended the Sons of Norway International Convention in Tacoma, Washington in August.  My Husband 
was a delegate and I spent time with my sister, daughter and grandson in my home town.  I did attend 
some of the events and especially the trade floor, where you could buy all things Norwegian.  There 
were at least three Rosemaling venders displaying and selling their art, two of whom were members of 
CRA, Elizabeth Estep from Tacoma and Judy Swanson from Milwaukee, Oregon.  The third vendor was 
Marilyn Hansen of Belleview, Washington, who was my first Rosemaling instructor in 1980!  We had lost 
touch over the years.  It was good to see she still paints beautifully. 

I submitted two Rosemaling items to the Folk Art Exhibition and Competition at the Sons of Norway 
Convention.  Our own Gayle Oram took first and second place and I earned a third place ribbon!   

There is a moral to the story I’ve shared.  Enter the competitions in your area, perhaps a county fair.  
You never know who you may meet and earning a ribbon certainly boosts the ego.  Happy Rosemaling. 

Marilyn Hansen and Lotte Sather Elizabeth Estep 

Judy Swanson 
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From Gayle Oram 

It was wonderful to attend the convention and be a student for a change.  Jo is a special treasure and I 
was so pleased to be in the class with so many wonderful Rosemalers and friends.  My best to everyone 
and I hope to attend again. 
 
I'm showing a photo of the same Tine we painted at the convention.  I finished my other projects and 
have just finished painting another on with monochromatic Telemark using dark blue and silver.  I glazed 
parts with Prussian blue, Brown Madder and some Raw Sienna accents.  It was a fun experiment. 
 
Happy Rosemaling everyone, 
Gayle 
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Norway Tour 

By Karen Willman 

Tom and I joined Vesterheim’s  2016 Rosemaling 
and woodcarving tour to Norway, having heard so 
many praises from CRA friends who’d gone on the 
museum’s study tours in years past. I’d included 
many of their pictures and write-ups when I was 
editing the newsletter, but still was surprised at 
what an amazing trip it would be… 

It was a journey back in time…We saw Norway’s 
handcrafts and arts through the centuries — 
many of the Rosemaling plates or bowls or wall 
paintings still in homes and churches from two or 

three hundred years ago (more in some instances). 
We saw many pieces that I’d seen in books I have at 
home. But to see so many pieces in their natural 
surroundings was striking: the painted ambars for 
porridge and the ale bowls and plates on the well-
worn handmade wooden tables in the wood cabins, 
the textiles on the table or the walls or the bed, with 
their bright colors, (or some with just traces of color 
or pattern left) and the individual details — 
incredible craftsmanship and details put into so many 
everyday objects. So very humbling, really.  

 

3 - Os chest painted by Ananias Tveit 

2 - Hjørdis Juvik demonstrating with Louise Bath 
and CRA member Kris Andrews looking on 

1 - Torunn Rød Farsund demonstrating Os
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And with Vesterheim’s long-standing 
relationships with so many 
Norwegian artists and woodcarvers, 
we also had the opportunity to meet 
with many of them and to see their 
work and studios. We had access to 
special collections at museums and 
private homes, and special events 
were planned and interspersed 
throughout. 

I can’t even start on how beautiful 
the country was, our special hotels 
and venues and the very special 
aspect of seeing it all with 
Rosemalers and woodcarvers (a 
pretty fun bunch). Darlene Fossum-

Martin and Patti Goke, our tour 

leader and guide were great, along with Per Anders 
Finset our bus driver extraordinaire. It was an 
incredible journey. 

Overwhelmed by the beautiful art — and so totally 
inspired!  

Karen Willman 
(now happily working on new designs and still 
organizing my photos from the trip…) 

 

 

6 - Meeting Sigmund Aarseth’s widow, Ingeborg (Photo 
inset). It was a special treat to be able to see their 
wonderful artwork and home. 

4 - Visiting master woodcarver Rolf Taraldset’s studio

5 - A simple setting from a centuries-old cabin in Norway
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Events of Interest from Other Organizations 

If you know of any Rosemaling or similar events happening later this year, please let us know so that we 
can include them in the next CRA Newsletter. 

 

Rosemaling Coast to Coast 

By Lois Mueller 

Earlier this year readers of the Vesterheim  Rosemaling newsletter were asked to fill out and return a 
survey concerning a possible Rosemaling convention.  The response was small, but very positive about 
such an event.  The results were taken into consideration and we are planning a Rosemaling Coast to 
Coast convention in 2018!!!!   SAVE THE DATE:  JUNE 26-28, 2018 (Tuesday - Thursday) 

A new association entitled “Rosemaling Coast to Coast” has been formed to plan and execute a 
convention by the same name.  We are extending an invitation to you to become a member of the 
association and assist in making this, our first Rosemaling convention in Decorah, Iowa, home of the 
Vesterheim Museum, a huge success.   

The venue will be Luther College with everything in a very compact area.  We have reserved a dorm that 
holds 250.  Across the street from the dorm is the Main Building which has 12 classrooms.  Across the 
street from the Main Building is the Centennial Union where the vendors will be. Our breakfast and 
lunch will be served in this building as well as one special evening event.  The rooms and the meals are 
very reasonably priced.   

One evening we will have a special event “A Night at the Museum” where we can view the Rosemaling 
exhibit for 2018 and tour the museum itself.  It will be a unique event. 

We will keep you up dated on what is happening as we progress toward the event.  As we move toward 
the convention, we will need many volunteers, both prior, during and after the event.  We will be 
providing a list of areas where you might select one or two that you would like to become involved with.  
But the first thing you need to do is become a member of  “Rosemaling Coast to Coast”.  We already 
have over 20 members from the West Coast.  For additional information, please contact:  Lois Mueller, 
nordic@mhtc.net or Betty Dowe, bettydowe@harmonytel.net.  

Membership is from the date that you sign up through the first convention year of 2018. Membership 
Fee:  $15 per person 
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Rosemaling Coast to Coast Membership form: 

 

Name____________________________________________________________________ 

Street Address_____________________________________________________________ 

City_______________________________________ST___________ZIP______________ 

Phone____________________________________________________________________ 

Email_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

The email address is very important as we would prefer to contact you using that method.  It would be 
much less expensive to use email than USPS for keeping you up to date.  (If you do not have an email, 
we will then mail information to you.)  Thank you! 

Make checks payable to:  Rosemaling Coast to Coast and send to:  Ruth Green, 309 1st Street, Decorah, 
IA 52101 

ATTENTION ALL ROSEMALING TEACHERS 

We will need lots of Rosemaling teachers at the “Rosemaling Coast to Coast” convention in 2018 and we 
want you to consider submitting class projects to be taught by you.  It may seem early to be thinking 
about teaching over a year in the future; but it takes a lot of time for you to create and submit the 
project; for the convention committee to select the classes;  to format and print the catalog with the 
classes selected;  for the attendees to register;  and for the teachers and convention committee 
members to deal with all the last minute preparation for the classes. 

We want the convention attendees to be able to experience many Rosemaling teachers and Rosemaling 
styles.  And we know that you are the people that can do that.  We are looking forward to seeing what 
you'd like to teach. 

Think about projects that you would like to teach that could be completed in 4 or 8 hours.  We will likely 
select more 4 hour classes as this will allow painters to experience more teachers.  We will be sending 
out information about submissions for classes to our members later this spring.  If you are interested 
and want to make sure that you receive this information in a timely manner, please contact Lois 
Mueller:  nordic@mhtc.net. 
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Rosemaling Seminar 

with 
Bjorg Kleivi 

 
May 8-12, 2017 

$470 for 5 days, includes lunch 
Space is limited 

Salt Lake City, UT 
Contact Kristen Birkeland 
paint14me@gmail.com 

801-824-4711 
 

           
 

Carl Larson Rosemaling Classes 
 
Carl Larson teaches Rosemaling and other styles of decorative painting in 
evening and daytime classes in Newark, California (near Fremont).  He has 
been teaching classes since the 1990's and has a spacious classroom to 
paint in.  Several of his pieces are on display in the classroom and it is a very 
positive and friendly place to learn.  He is a wonderful teacher and a 
wonderful man.  If you are interested please contact Carl at 
heypal4@comcast.net  

 
(by Shaun Sasaki) 
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You can also renew online at www.CalifRosemaler.org 

If you are planning on Registering for the 2017 CRA Convention now, 
use the Convention Application Form instead 

 
California Rosemaling Association 

Membership Application or Renewal 
      New ___ or Renewal for 2017____ & _____ 

 

Name: _____________________________________________________________ 

 

Address: ___________________________________________________________ 

 

Telephone: _______________________ Cellphone: _________________________ 

 

E-mail address: _______________________________________________________ 

 

Do you teach Rosemaling?  _____ If so, where? ____________________________ 

 

Do you do commission work? _____  If you do, can we give out your contact 
information?  ____ 

Mail your check payable to CRA in the amount of $15.00 ($30 outside of the U.S.) to:   

Judy Frank, 15482 W. Mulberry Ct., Goodyear, AZ 85395 
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2017 CRA Convention 

With JoSonja Jansen 

November 2 – 5, 2017 
Eureka, California 

Back by popular demand we are proud to announce that JoSonja Jansen will be our teacher for 2017! 
The convention will be held in the Eureka Red Lion Hotel (next to JoSonja’s studio and showroom) on 
Friday, November 3rd thru Sunday, November 5th.  

Our convention was sold out last year and we have changed our registration dates to much earlier in the 
year.  Please note the dates for all registrations and payments below. Do not delay! 

In 1974, JoSonja was awarded a Master Teacher's Certificate by the National Society of Tole and 
Decorative Painters. In 1980 the Silver Palette award was bestowed by the same organization in 
recognition of outstanding contribution to the advancement of Decorative Art. In 1996, the Vesterheim 
Gold Medal (VGM) in Rosemaling, from the Norwegian American Museum in Decorah, Iowa was 
awarded. In 2007 she was awarded the Presidents Commendation award for service by the Society of 
Decorative Painters. 

 

The project this year will be an heirloom quality Chicken Tine hand crafted by Lusk Scandia Woodworks 
of Wisconsin.  Jo Sonja has beautifully painted it in the Vest Agder style.  Wood, Patterns, Paint and 
mediums are provided, but you should bring your own basic painting supplies.  Prep work is done on 
Thursday, November 2 starting at 10am.  Classes are Friday thru Sunday,  from 9am  to 5:30pm (Sunday 
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class finishes at 4:30).  There is a 2 hour lunch break during class days.  The hotel will offer a box lunch to 
purchase or you are welcome to visit the many restaurants within walking distance.  

The banquet will be held Saturday night at the Red Lion.  Your registration fee includes this banquet.  
You may bring guests for an additional fee.  See meal choices below. 

Our convention was sold out in 2016 and we expect it to be very popular again this year.  We have 
decided to give priority registration to 2016 members for a limited time.  This is to ensure that our 
members in good standing have an opportunity to attend.    

Priority Registration for 2016 members opens on January 21, 2017 through March 15, 2017.  If you 
were not a 2016 member, you can still apply for registration and we will register you after March 15 if 
there is room. 

A non-refundable deposit of $75 is due at the time of registration (plus annual dues for 2017 of $15 if 
not previously paid).  If we are not able to register you to the convention due to space, your convention 
deposit will be returned. 

Deposits for Priority Registration for 2016 Members should be received by April 1.   

JoSonja will start to advertise this event to her students on March 16.  Registration will be open to 
everyone, though one still needs to be a 2017 CRA Member to attend. 

Final payment for all registrants is due by July 1, 2017.  

Once the convention is filled the registration applications will be put on the wait list.  Last year we called 
all the people on the wait list so sign up.  As you register, you will be notified by email that your 
registration has been received, and also when your payment is received.  We are looking forward to 
seeing everyone and learning from the best! 

Banquet Meal Choices - Served with green salad, rolls and butter and a chef’s choice dessert.  
Served with freshly brewed coffee, decaf, iced tea or lemonade. 

• Mustard Encrusted Pork with apple chutney 

• Chicken Marsala  

• Shrimp Carbonara  

• Roasted Vegetable Wellington  
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2017 CRA Convention Application 

You must be a current member to attend this year's CRA Convention. Space is limited and priority is 
given to last year's members.  If you are not a CRA Member, you can join now using the form below. 
Members will also receive our CRA Newsletters.   

Go to our website at www.CalifRosemaler.org and fill in the online convention registration form for 
faster registration.  You will get an email confirmation about your registration status. 

Or, you can mail in the following paper registration.  Please fill out the both pages below.    

 

2017 CRA Convention Registration – Part 1 

Date:  _____________________ 

Applicant's Name:_____________________________________ 

email Address: _______________________________________ 

Were you a 2016 CRA Member?  Yes ___   No ___      

Are you a 2017 CRA Member?  Yes ___   No ___ 

Street Address: ________________________________________________________________________ 

City: _____________________________            State (or: Prov. & Country): ________________________ 

ZIP or Postal Code:  ______________ 

Phone Number: ___________________________ 

Alternate Phone Number:________________________ 

OK to print your information in our Directory?    Yes____     No____ 

Do you Teach Rosemaling?        Yes____    No____ 

If so, where do you teach? ________________________________ 
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2017 CRA Convention Registration - Part 2 

Applicant's Name:_____________________________________ 

Banquet - November 4, 2017 in the evening 

Number of Banquet Guests (besides you):  ______ 

Select Meals for You and your Guests.  Your meal cost is included in the Convention Fee.  The prices 
shown below are for Guests: 

Mustard Encrusted Pork with apple chutney ($25): _____ 
 
Chicken Marsala  ($25): _____ 

Shrimp Carbonara  ($25): _____ 
 
Roasted Vegetable Wellington  ($25): _____ 
 

You must be a 2017 CRA Member to attend the convention. If you are not a member, please add 
membership dues in your deposit or full payment. 

U.S. dues are $15 and International dues are $30. 

   2017 Dues (if not a 2017 member)       $_______ 

   Convention Fee        $250 

   Guest Meals           $_______ 

           =============== 

   Total           $_______ 

Please send a check for the minimum Deposit of $75 to hold your spot, or pay in full.  Priority 
registration deposits are due by April 1, 2017.  Deposits are nonrefundable, unless we are not able to 
register you due to space. 

Full Payment is expected by July 1, 2017. 

Send Check made out to "CRA" to: 

Shaun Sasaki 
11234 Mt Crest Pl 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
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2017 CRA Convention - Preparation 

Wood pieces, Patterns, Paints and Mediums will be provided.  JoSonja's studio 
also has brushes for sale, if needed.  As seminar space is limited, please bring 
only the supplies you will need.  

Plan on base coating your pieces and tracing your patterns on Thursday, 
November 2.  Therefore, it is recommended that you arrive by early Thursday 
afternoon.  You can pick up the wood pieces starting around 10am Thursday.  
See Detailed Schedule - to be announced 

Basic Painting Supplies You Should Bring 

• Sandpaper (fine) 
• Tracing Paper 
• Graphite Paper for tracing 
• Brushes 
• Flat Brush for base coating 
• Filbert 
• Rounds 
• Liner 
• Large Mop Brush for Antiquing 
• Old towel or butcher paper to cover painting area (especially for prep work in hotel room) 
• Wet Palatte 
• Paper Towels 
• Water Container 
• Hair dryer (to speed up paint drying - optional) 
• Tape 
• Palette paper 
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2017 CRA Convention - Where to Stay 

The 2017 CRA Convention is in the Red Lion Hotel in 
Eureka.  Classes and the Banquet will be held there. 
 
CRA has arranged a block of rooms at the Red Lion Hotel 
at a discounted rate of $82/night (single) or $87/night 
(double), plus tax (available November 1nd through the 
6th checkout).    Breakfast is included.  Tell them you are 
with CRA to get the special rate.  If you stay longer, they 
have AAA discounts.  This hotel is pet friendly. 
 

The address is 1929 4th St, Eureka, CA  
Phone: (707) 441-0844  
Red Lion provides a shuttle bus to/from the Arcata Airport 
 
We suggest you make your reservations early.  Tell them that you are attending the convention.  We 
suggest that you try to arrive Wednesday, November 1 or early Thursday, November 2rd.  You will be 
able to pick up the wood Thursday at 10am and do the prep work that day. 
 
The class ends 4:30pm on Sunday, so you probably want to stay until Monday, November 6. 
 

 

 
Other nearby hotels include the Clarion Hotel (707-442-3261) and the Rodeway Inn (707-444-0401). 

 

 
There are a number of restaurants within a one or two block walking distance.  A list of local attractions 
is on our website. 
 
We suggest that you make travel arrangements as early as possible.  

There are Nonstop & connecting flights from San Francisco to the Arcata airport about 20 minutes North 
of Eureka.  If you drive from San Francisco, plan on 6 hours (which includes rest stops).  It is about a 3 ½ 
hour drive from the Redding Airport. 
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2017 CRA Convention - Trade Floor - Buy & Sell Rosemaling Things 

One of the benefits of convention is 
the chance to shop and/or sell things 
at the Trade Floor. A portion of the 
sales goes to CRA to help with the 
cost of putting on the convention. We 
did very well at the 2016 Convention.  
We will have a larger Trade Floor this 
year so please join us. 

If you want to sell Rosemaling, 
supplies, packets, wood, etc. at 
convention’s trade floor, you need to 
contact Joyce Field in plenty of time 
so she knows what type of items will 
be coming in and can plan the spaces. 
Table space is limited — reserve your space with Joyce by August 1st. Look for more details in later 
Newsletters. If you have any questions, email me at jafield@verizon.net 

At the convention, an Inventory Form is required.  You can download an Inventory Form at 
www.CalifRosemaler.org/CRA_Trade_Floor_Inventory.pdf 

Or, you can use the version on the next page. 
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Page Your Name:     

  Cell Phone Number:     

of Fill this form out and bring to the convention       

# Item Style/Identification Price Sold

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

     

  Inventory: Total     
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Remembering June Dina Skollingsberg (1957 – 2016) 

The first time I am conscious of the slender wisp of a girl with long flowing 
hair and an interest in what I was painting was at a seminar in Salt Lake City 
with David Jansen.  He was teaching a marvelous table with scrolls and 
flowers and we were into our painting.  June seemed very anxious to know 
more about the seminar and where we had come from.  She painted “Tole” 
before and was realy caught by what we were doing.  “Must know more 
about this group”, she said.  That was the beginning of a long and beneficial 
relationship with my friend, June Skollingsberg! 

Soon she was everywhere!  Literally, every time I attended a seminar, there 
she was!  It was great as we shared the same interests in painting styles 

and a great relationship developed over our love of Norwegian Rosemaling.  She blamed me for getting 
her interested in the local seminars and then we started with trips to California to study with JoSonja 
and then the California Rosemaling Association and Vesterheim…the sky was the limit.  One of our last 
plans was to accompany Heidi England to Sweden on her upcoming tour of that painting scene.  I know 
you will be there, June.  Never one to say maybe!  Just when do we go?  How soon? 

She was not an easy person to travel with as she was up with the first ray of sunshine, flashing lights and 
busy fingers and ready for the day!  She always had a huge bag with everything…I mean everything in it.  
Large sizes of all items - never without.  And always the white wine, always the white. 

She later developed a burning interest in the Russian Zostava Floral designs and became a master of that 
style.  She excelled because of serious dedication and determination.  I did not share these seminars 
with her but she spent much time and effort and money in the pursuit of the perfection she achieved.  
Much was achieved thru much effort! 

She was always the first one to sign up for a class, and usually bought more than one piece of the 
requested wood piece.  Not only was she a serious painter, she was a gifted knitter, counted cross 
stitcher and sewer.  Such talent and she had the time to enjoy these tasks as she waited with her dialysis 
patients for the conclusion of their treatments. 

The world of Norwegian Painters has lost a dedicated artist.  I have lost a special painting devotee.  No 
one got more out of Fifty Eight years than my deal friend June Skollingsberg!  She is probably making 
sure all the cherubs have Hardanger on all their robes and trying to figure out how to weave on the 
harps in heaven!! 

Tirzah Probasco 
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WANTED 
 

 
 

It's that time again. In 2018, the Convention moves back to Southern California and we need people to 
step forward to be on the new Board. Please consider nominating someone or stepping forward 
yourself.  If you can't make the full commitment, please consider being part of the nominating 
committee. To do any of these things, please call Ruth Ann Petro at 760-212-7524. 
 

 


